
 

 

We asked four people what they thought life would really be like if humans had certain superpowers. 

Preparation  
Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–h next to the numbers 1–8.  

1…….. to envisage a. to fall a long way 

2…….. to ignite b. to reach a great height 

3…….. to patrol c. to have a mental picture of something, to imagine 

4…….. to deplete d. to set alight or start burning 

5…….. to soar e. to have (an idea, belief, etc.) persistently in mind 

6…….. to plunge f. to prevent something from causing a problem 

7…….. to harbour (an idea, belief, etc.) g. to check an area for trouble or danger 

8…….. to keep something at bay h. to reduce in size or amount 

 

Reading skills practice: Superpowers for a super life? – exercises  



 

 

 



 

 

1. Check your understanding: multiple selection 
Choose all the texts that mention each superpower. Tick (✓) all the correct answers. 

1. Which texts mention the ability to fly? 

…………. A 

…………. B 

…………. C 

…………. D 

 

2. Which texts mention the ability to move at superhuman speed? 

…………. A 

…………. B 

…………. C 

…………. D 

 

3. Which texts mention immortality? 

…………. A 

…………. B 

…………. C 

…………. D 

 

 

2. Check your understanding: multiple choice  
Read the questions and choose the correct expert (A–D). Each expert may be chosen more than once.  

1. Which writer does not share B’s optimism about superhuman speed?  

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

2. Which writer makes reference to two examples of superpowers in fiction? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    



 

 

3. Which writer shares C’s view of one of the consequences of being able to fly? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

4. Which writer has a similar opinion to writer D about the disadvantage of immortality? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

5. Which writer is curious about one of the consequences of becoming immortal? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

6. Which writer gives a balanced view of living with superhuman speed? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

7.  
Which writer agrees with A that superhuman speed would mean that people were always 
punctual? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

8. Which writer points out that one particular superpower could make it cheaper to buy a house? 

 a.  A b.  B c.  C    d.  D    

 

3. Check your understanding: multiple choice  
Circle the correct meaning of the words from the text.  

1. a dwelling 

 a.  a house b.  a river c.  a footpath    

2. a drawback 

 a.  an advantage b.  a disadvantage c.  an attraction    

3. steep 

 a.  flat b.  curved or bendy 
c.  rising or falling very 
sharply    

4. a blaze 

 a.  a fire b.  a hole c.  an explosion    

5. tedious 

 a.  unpredictable b.  boring and too slow c.  sudden and exciting    

6. intrigued 

 a.  interested b.  repulsed c.  shocked    



 

 

7. a plus 

 a.  an advantage b.  a disadvantage c.  a misunderstanding 

8. traffic congestion 

 a.  high-speed traffic b.  flowing traffic c.  heavy, slow traffic 

9. affordable 

 a.  free b.  not expensive c.  expensive 

10. appealing 

 a.  desirable b.  shocking c.  undesirable 

11. intact 

 a.  awake b.  not damaged c.  informed 

12. tardy 

 a.  early b.  on time c.  late 

 

 

Discussion  

If you could choose one superpower, which would you like to have? Why?  

What would life be like? 

 


